The human fovea and visual pathways are precisely split: information in one hemifield is initially projected to the contralateral visual cortex. This fundamental anatomical constraint on word recognition in reading has been largely ignored in eye movement research. We explore the consequences of this constraint through analyses of a large corpus of eye movement data, and demonstrate that aspects of saccade planning (target selection, initial landing position) are sensitive to both hemispheres, estimated uncertainty about the identity of the currently fixated word. We interpret these findings in terms of a hemispheric division of labour. We suggest that anatomical, visual and lexical factors all contribute to the decision of where to send the eyes next in reading.
Introduction
Shillcock, Ellison, and Monaghan (2000) have argued that the task of visual word recognition can be reconceptualised in terms of a major anatomical constraint on reading: the precise vertical splitting of the fovea, entailing that the contents of the right visual field (RVF) are initially projected to the left hemisphere (LH), and information in the left visual field (LVF) is initially projected to the right hemisphere (RH). Shillcock et al. demonstrate that a wordÕs optimal viewing position (OVP) can be understood as the position where equal amounts of information about the wordÕs identity are available to the LH and RH. On average, the OVP is left of centre for English words of four or more letters. Based on the split-fovea modelÕs account of data from the recognition of isolated words, Shillcock et al. make two proposals about the planning of fixations during the reading of text: (a) parafoveal processing fundamentally conditions word identification during reading, so that the OVP is not necessarily the point where information is equalised across the hemispheres; (b) information necessary for word recognition may reach the ipsilateral hemisphere either through callosal transmission or through successive saccades that bring yet unseen letters into the contralateral visual field. In the course of assessing these statements, we present empirical data that demonstrate a new understanding of the reading process that is constrained by the splitting of the visual pathways. Our ultimate research goal is to identify the anatomical and informational constraints that condition eye movement behaviour in normal and impaired reading.
Anatomical constraints
Anatomical constraints are the most legitimate starting point in understanding reading: they are psychologically real givens and they have cross-linguistic validity. This approach differs from a research agenda that starts with higher cognitive functions, such as parsing ambiguous sentences, which constitutes much of reading research. Although the research we report here is on the reading of English, our approach is based on processing universals that generalise to other languages and orthographies.
Which anatomical constraints -from cornea to cortex -are the most relevant? We claim that hemispheric division is an important constraint. The representation of the visually presented word is physically split between the hemispheres, as we describe below. This fact places a physical constraint on the processing: there has to be some process of integration of the two parts of the word. Such a clear physical constraint is qualitatively different from, for instance, physiological factors such as the claimed predisposition of the RH for coarse coding compared with fine coding in the LH (see, e.g., Beeman, Friedman, Grafman, & Perez, 1994) . Coarse-vs. finecoding is a productive distinction in models of hemispheric processing and reading (see Monaghan, Shillcock, & McDonald, 2004) but its implications for reading are less direct and require more modelling assumptions compared with the anatomically observable process of the splitting of the visual projection from the fovea to V1. Recently researchers have begun to assess the implications of the rather variable disparity between the points of fixation of the two eyes in reading (see, e.g., Heller & Radach, 1999) . Such a constraint also qualifies as a major physical constraint on the process. Our current data and analyses are exclusively concerned with the right eye of our participants; in common with most researchers, we make the simplifying assumption that these data are representative of the key behaviours in reading. Although the mechanisms of ocular dominance and suppression are currently obscure, we accept that a more comprehensive model will encompass the differing roles of the two eyes.
A second reason for prioritising hemispheric division in reading is that division at the midline, and subsequent contralateral projection, is a fundamental design feature of the animal nervous system. Grounding a model of reading within this feature is a scientifically secure place to begin. Our current research is concerned with the point of fixation, irrespective of attentional constructs such as the bodyÕs midline. Hemispheric division in models of cognition is a productive approach to explaining complex behaviours (see also Cohen, Romero, Farah, & Servan-Schreiber, 1994; Kosslyn, Chabris, Marsolek, & Koenig, 1992; Reggia, Goodall, & Shkuro, 1998) .
In modelling terms, the most parsimonious and most falsifiable assumption within such a hemispheric perspective is the claim that there is no necessary hemispheric communication, and that reading may be modelled by assuming independent LH and RH contributions. Clearly, visual information from one hemifield does eventually have effects in the ipsilateral hemisphere, but the brainÕs pervasive recurrent connectivity means that a detailed time-locked picture of the flow of visual information around the brain together with the generation of cognitive representations is still a distant goal. Our approach is to first determine how much can be explained by a simple model grounded in the observable anatomy of the split foveal projection to V1, to reveal what role there might be for elaborations, based possibly on differential styles of RH and LH processing.
The split-fovea model
The current paper develops the split-fovea model of single-word reading, applying it to eye movement behaviour in reading text. The model of single-word reading has been explored from a statistical perspective (Shillcock et al., 2000) and as a connectionist model. The former approach, based on an analysis of a large lexicon of English, has shown that the division of labour between the hemifields/hemispheres (a) predicts the OVP for isolated words, (b) predicts a greater word length effect in the right visual field, and (c) captures the processing priority given to the outside letters of words. The latter, connectionist approach, based on large-scale mappings of a divided orthographic input to a phonological, semantic or orthographic output, has shown that such a model inherits the advantageous behaviours of more abstract (i.e., non-split) connectionist models of single-word reading. In addition, the implemented model reproduces the exterior letters effect (Shillcock & Monaghan, 2001a) , suggests a contribution to hemispheric differences in summation priming (Monaghan et al., 2004) , and demonstrates how regularisation errors in surface dyslexia can arise from callosal impairments (Shillcock & Monaghan, 2001b) . In summary, the split-fovea model captures a range of data from singleword reading. When comparing modelling approaches to text reading, the ability, or otherwise, of the approaches to explain single-word reading behaviour should be taken into account.
In the current research, the principal paradigm is statistical analysis (chiefly regression analysis) of a large corpus of naturalistic reading behaviour. Many of the relevant behaviours have been accommodated by existing models of reading. The split-fovea model must be able to account for not only the range of behaviours accounted for by other models, but also behavioural data outside their scope. The critical hypothesis that we test--which has the capacity to falsify the split-fovea model--is that measures of uncertainty about the identity of the fixated word, calculated separately for each hemisphere, have significant, independent roles in explaining spatial properties of eye movement behaviour. Such measures do not feature explicitly or independently in other models. If these measures can be shown to predict eye movements, then we will have demonstrated that the split-fovea model makes a contribution at a level of specificity not reached by other models.
In the split-fovea model, the process of word recognition is constrained by the precise vertical splitting of the fovea (for a review of the evidence for foveal splitting, see Brysbaert, 2004; Lavidor, 2003; Lavidor & Walsh, 2004; Leff, 2004) , which means that with every fixation on a word, letters falling to either side of the centre of the fovea are initially processed by the contralateral hemisphere. Fig. 1 illustrates the implications of foveal splitting for an example fixation during reading; the ÔxÕ indicates the horizontal point of fixation on talented. The first three letters fall entirely within the LVF and are initially projected to the RH; the five letters in the RVF are projected to the LH. Thus, the LH and RH have neither identical nor overlapping information about the fixated wordÕs identity, and neither hemisphere has enough letter information to identify the word.
Hemispheric transfer
The orthodox, computationally based view of the transfer of information in word recognition is that there is, broadly, a unidirectional cascade of information ''from the outside in'', in which sensory information is converted into conceptual information. Our anatomically-based view trades on the pervasive recurrent connectivity found in the visual system and in its relations with the rest of the brain (Van Essen, 1985) . Intact representation in V1 appears necessary for full conscious awareness of the contents of the visual field (Cowey & Stoerig, 1992) . We conceive of the processing of different functional levels of representation as the orchestration of different representations in different parts of the brain, rather than a one-way flow of activation from lower to upper levels. Thus, the divided representation in V1 assumes central importance, as the most authentic cortical representation of the fixated word. This view of processing during word recognition is central to a realistic conception of what hemispheric transfer can and cannot achieve: it cannot ship V1Õs full, authoritative representation backwards and forwards across the corpus callosum, nor does it try to. The only cells in V1 with a direct callosal connection are those whose receptive field contains a representation of the midline (Whitteridge, 1965) . The brain stitches together these two representations, like curtains representing each hemifield. In the extrastriate visual cortex, the receptive fields become more and more bilateral (although still with their peak response typically contralateral to the stimulus) (Berlucchi & Antonini, 1990) . There are direct implications here for the issue of the relationship between the information gained by one hemisphere on successive fixations. Shillcock et al. (2000) derive from the split-fovea model two possible processing routes for hemispheric transfer during reading. The first is internal hemispheric transfer (IHT): If words tend to be fixated at a location where, on average, the information available to each hemisphere about the wordÕs identity is equal, then both hemispheres have an equally good chance of recognising the word, and interhemispheric transfer is optimised. Fig. 2 shows three fictitious fixation patterns on supremely talented. Fig. 2a illustrates the fixation location Fig. 1 . Example of the initial projection of letter information to the left and right hemispheres due to foveal splitting, assuming fixation between the third and fourth letters of talented. Fig. 2 . Two hypothetical fixation patterns on the text fragment supremely talented. We assume a 6-character window to the right of fixation from which letter information can be accurately obtained, and a further nine characters from which low spatial frequency (word length, letter vs. space) information is available. Asterisks indicate letters that are not identifiable. In (b), uncertainty (H) about the identity of talented is equal (zero) for LH and RH at the second fixation. In (c), the LHÕs uncertainty is much lower than the RHÕs at the second fixation. (a) Depicts the situation where no parafoveal preview was available, and both hemispheres have roughly equal chances at identifying the word.
on talented where the information available to each hemisphere is roughly balanced. If we assume that the first two letters of talented could be identified parafoveally on the previous fixation (Fig. 2b, fixation #1 ), then the best place to fixate talented to equalise the information between the hemispheres is at the sixth letter, because the LH already has knowledge of the initial letters from the previous fixation. IHT may incur a cost, which Brysbaert (1994) has estimated at 1.5 ms per letter transferred.
The second proposed route is external hemispheric transfer (EHT): Fixations may be located so that the high-acuity letter information available to one hemisphere on a given fixation complements the information it received on the previous fixation. Thus letter information is transferred Ôin the worldÕ. For languages read left-to-right, like English, EHT would optimise word identification by having the LH receive complementary letter information on each fixation (see Robinson, 1973 ; for an early exposition of this idea). For the LH, at the second fixation in Fig. 2c , there is an IHT option of transferring information about the word-beginning from the RH and an EHT option of relying on pre-existing information about the word beginning obtained by parafoveal preview on the last fixation. Note that the full richness of the representation in V1 cannot be transferred interhemispherically, only summary visual information and any orthographic, phonological and semantic information about the word-beginning that may result from intrahemispheric processing of the information in V1. Although the RVF projects directly to the LH, for the parafoveal processing-dependent EHT option, only abstract letter and phonological information is utilised (for a review, see Rayner, 1998 ). There may be implications for memory and for the phenomenological experience of reading, stemming from how these two options are exercised.
For the RH, at the second fixation in Fig. 2c , there is an IHT option of learning about the second part of the word from the LH. Only with a subsequent fixation would there be any EHT option, which would become available if the RH had a view of the second half of the word talented. Again, IHT at the earlier fixation cannot provide the RH with the full V1 experience, but the information arrives a fixation earlier. (For the RH the option might resemble looking at a coarse-grain photograph of a painting compared with the rich image of the real artwork. When we take into account semantic and phonological processing, which may also occur intrahemispherically and need to be coordinated across the two hemispheres, then the IHT option might resemble receiving a faxed review of a play vs. waiting until the weekend to see the live performance.) Clearly, we are at the limits of what is known regarding the relationship between the rich sensory data and the process of full lexical access. Sensory data produce very rapid effects in higher cortical areas (Foxe & Simpson, 2002; Thorpe, Fize, & Marlot, 1996) , and these effects may be on the basis of partial information provided by particular pathways. In the case of visual word recognition, there may also be integration at particular levels of representation (e.g., abstract letter information, ignoring font or case). On the other hand, as we have argued above, the goal of reading is the full phenomenological experience and it may be that this experience is only available on the basis of slower or later processing that refers to the rich sensory data. It may be more accurate to see the EHT and IHT options as complementary, even overlapping, in function rather than as competing or mutually exclusive.
Optimal word identification
The function of reading is to derive meaning from written language, and it is reasonable to suppose that the eye guidance system has adapted to realise this goal. We assume, uncontroversially, that (a) eye movements are at least partially contingent on the properties of the text being read (i.e., they are not the consequence of a completely random process); (b) a fundamental component of reading for comprehension is the identification of the individual words in the text; and (3) the neural mechanisms responsible for eye movement control have developed through experience to address the task of word identification effectively. We should find some behavioural evidence that eye guidance is not random or completely ÔdumbÕ, but rather has properties that could be seen as approximating an optimal solution to the problem of word identification.
In order to proceed with the notion of Ôoptimal word identificationÕ, we needed an objective method for estimating the difficulty of identifying any word in the lexicon on the basis of partial visual information. We quantified the likelihood of successful word identification using the information-theoretic concept of uncertainty (cf. Underwood, Clews, & Everatt, 1990) . Two types of orthographic information can be employed in discriminating a word from its visual competitors: its length and its component letters. For instance, knowing the length and first four letters of talented unambiguously resolves its identity, since no other English 8-letter word begins with tale-. Hence, uncertainty about this wordÕs identity, given its length and first four letters, is minimal.
Uncertainty (H) was calculated as the log of the number of words in the CELEX lexical database (Baayen, Piepenbrock, & Gulikers, 1995) that matched the available orthographic information (length and identifiable letters). Uncertainty values are in bit units and can be seen as measuring the discriminability of a word from the rest of the lexicon. When there are two possibilities matching the partial information available, uncertainty is log 2 (2) = 1. When all of a wordÕs letters are identified, or there is only one lexical entry matching the partial information available, uncertainty is zero. Uncertainty generalises the notions of initial trigram Ôinformative-nessÕ (e.g., Kennedy, 2000) or lexical constraint (Doré & Beauvillain, 1997; Pynte, 1996 ; see also Farid & Grainger, 1996) , and as we have defined it here, is very similar to the entropy measure forming the basis of Legge, Klitz, and Tijan (1997) ideal-observer model of reading.
Lexical measures related to our formulation of uncertainty have been shown to have behavioural relevance under two different experimental paradigms. Brysbaert, Vitu, and Schroyens (1996) reported that the probability of successfully identifying a briefly presented 5-letter word was influenced by the informativeness of its beginning and end trigrams. When the first letter was fixated, words uniquely specified by their first three letters had a significantly greater likelihood of being identified than words with a redundant beginning and unique ending. When fixation was imposed on the final letter, the likelihood of successfully identifying words with unique beginnings was smaller than for words with unique endings. Lavidor, Hayes, Shillcock, and Ellis (2004) investigated the role of lead-neighbourhood size (lead-N) in lexical decision. Lead-N was defined as the number of other words of the same length that share the target wordÕs initial trigram. Lavidor et al. tested centrally-presented 6-letter words and reported that response times were affected only by the letters falling in the LVF (initially projected to the RH); large lead-N words were facilitated compared with small lead-N words.
Our formulation of word identification uncertainty is additionally sensitive to the fact that during reading, the initial letters of the upcoming word(s) are often perceptible. We assume that orthographic information available at a particular fixation is trans-saccadically integrated with any partial letter information obtained parafoveally from the previous fixation (e.g., Rayner, McConkie, & Zola, 1980) . In Fig. 2 , uncertainty values for the left and right hemifields are computed at each fixation. Asterisks indicate low-spatial frequency information (although a letter may not be identifiable due to visual acuity constraints, it may still be distinguished from a space). Importantly, we assumed that the length of the entire fixated word is available to both hemispheres; split-brain studies (e.g., Sergent, 1987) have suggested that some visual information (particularly low spatial frequency information) may be conveyed subcortically--and thus be less subject to foveal splitting, and/or to the hemispheric division of the cortex.
Corpus analyses
In this section, we present the results of a number of analyses of saccade planning behaviour, examining the ability of hemisphere-specific uncertainty computations to explain variability in the following dependent measures: saccade amplitude, selection of the saccade target, and initial fixation position. We begin by describing the characteristics of the corpus data that we used for these analyses, and then present some exploratory analyses of the relationships between RH and LH uncertainty values and initial fixation location. We next report analyses of the influences of RH and LH uncertainty about the currently fixated word on the three dependent variables, and the influences of LH uncertainty about word n + 1 on the same three variables. Our focus is on uncertainty computations concerning the currently-fixated word, under the assumption that programming of the subsequent saccade can be affected by the processing of the current word.
The corpus
The EMBRA corpus (for Eye Movement Behaviour during the Reading of newspaper Articles) consists of eye movement data collected from 23 British English speakers while they each read approximately 2300 words of newspaper text presented on a computer screen. Text was rendered in a 5 · 7 fixed-pitch graphics font. Viewing distance was 75 cm; at this distance 1°of visual angle was subtended by 3.8 characters. A Fourward Technologies Generation VI Dual Purkinje Image eyetracker interfaced to a 486 PC was used to monitor movements of the right eye. Eye position was sampled every millisecond. The corpus comprised 10 article excerpts taken from contemporary Scottish and UK National broadsheet newspapers, chosen to cover a wide range of topics. Each display page consisted of no more than 10 double-spaced lines of text, with a maximum line width of 65 characters. Participants were told to read the excerpts at their normal rate, and that they would be required to answer a yes-no comprehension question at the end of each article; performance on these questions was not assessed. See McDonald and Shillcock (2003) for further details of the procedure.
Data selection
In order to minimise the impact of known confounding factors in our analyses, we selected data from the EMBRA corpus according to the following criteria. As we were primarily interested in investigating saccade behaviour from a launch word to a destination word during first-passfixated as the result of a progressive saccade (with the consequence that the launch word could not be the recipient of the first fixation made on the line of text), (2) was not the first word on the line, and (3) received a single fixation only. The latter restriction eliminated potential influences on saccade planning due to variation in the fixation pattern on the launch word (Radach & Kempe, 1993) . Furthermore, the outward saccade (i.e., the saccade that brings the eyes from launch to destination word) had to be progressive, landing on one of the next three words on the line, 2 with no punctuation intervening between launch and destination words. All cases containing missing data due to a blink or other signal irregularity were removed. After these constraints were applied, 13,064 cases were available for analysis. These restrictions retained 61% of the forward saccades recorded during first-pass reading in the corpus. Our analyses aggregate the data for all 23 participants together. Although this method does not permit us to make statistical inferences about the reading behaviour of the population of English readers, it does allow powerful tests of subtle differences in the independent variables to be conducted.
Global properties
Before exploring the implications of foveal splitting for saccade planning, we present two graphical summaries of our dataset. Fig. 3 plots the composite initial landing position distributions for destination words of various lengths (4-8). These curves are consistent with those reported by other researchers for text passagereading: there is a preference for initial fixations to be made between the beginning and middle of the word (e.g., Rayner, 1979) . Fig. 4 displays the refixation likelihoods for destination words as a function of landing position. Also consistent with previous reports (e.g., McConkie, Kerr, Reddix, Zola, & Jacobs, 1989; Vitu, OÕRegan, & Mittau, 1990) , these curves show a strong dependency between fixation position and refixation probability; refixations are much more likely the further left of word-centre the initial fixation.
Foveal splitting and observed fixation behaviour
Using the EMBRA corpus data, we explored the potential relationships between RH and LH uncertainty and initial fixation position. We began by computing average RH and LH uncertainty values as a function of initial fixation location for word lengths of five through eight letters. The relationship between each hemisphereÕs uncertainty about the identity of the currently fixated word and the letter position fixated is displayed in Fig. 5 . For each of the four word lengths considered, RH uncertainty is maximal when the space before the beginning of the word is fixated and decreases as initial fixation position moves rightward. The opposite pattern is apparent for LH uncertainty. RH and LH uncertainty at the average location where a word is initially fixated can be estimated. At this mean fixation location, uncertainty is fairly evenly balanced between the hemispheres, although average RH uncertainty is always slightly higher than average LH uncertainty. We also computed the global average RH and LH uncertainty values, collapsing the data for all fixation positions together. For 5-letter words, the average RH uncertainty is higher than average LH uncertainty (3.99 vs. 2.33 bits). The same pattern was apparent with the other word lengths: 4.50/1.95, 4.59/1.39, and 4.51/ 1.32, for the 6-, 7-and 8-letter words, respectively. The LH advantage is due to parafoveal preview: partial letter information is often available at the previous fixation.
How do these behavioural summaries relate to the IHT and EHT options? On average, saccades land at a point just left of the location where the two hemispheres have equal chances at identifying the word. Thus, fixations tend to be made at a position generally favourable for IHT (i.e., an even balance in uncertainty), with a small ÔpreferenceÕ for less LH uncertainty than RH uncertainty about the wordÕs identity.
We conducted a further investigation into the relation between saccade behaviour and hemisphere-specific uncertainty, by looking at RH and LH uncertainty values preceding and following an interword saccade. It is possible to classify interword saccades into four groups, by crossing the two conditions where RH uncertainty increases/decreases from one fixation to the next with the two conditions where LH uncertainty increases/decreases across an interword saccade. The proportions of cases falling into each of these groups were not evenly distributed: RH H increases/LH H increases: 0.134; RH H increases/LH H decreases: 0.374; RH H decreases/LH H increases: 0.319; RH H decreases/LH H decreases: 0.172. The conditions where a change in one hemisphereÕs uncertainty was accompanied by a change in the other hemisphereÕs uncertainty in the opposite direction was indicative of nearly 70% of the interword saccades in our dataset. The results of this analysis suggest that equalising uncertainty between the hemispheres, across interword saccades, may be a functional consequence of saccade behaviour during reading.
Uncertainty about word n
The primary implication of foveal splitting for reading is that different letter information is initially projected to each hemisphere, with a potential difference in the corresponding abilities of the two hemispheres to identify the currently fixated word from this visual information. For example, if the currently fixated word was talented, with the eyes fixating between the third and fourth letters (see Fig. 1 ), the LHÕs uncertainty about the wordÕs identity based on the contents of the RVF (***ented) would be high, because there are 11 other 8-letter words in CELEX that end in ented. In contrast, RH uncertainty derived from the first three letters (tal*****) would be lower, because only six other words match.
The computation of RH and LH uncertainty requires certain assumptions about the size of the window within which visual information is obtained. We set the size of the forward Ôperceptual spanÕ to 15 characters, in line with McConkie and RaynerÕs (1976) demonstration that perturbing the text beyond 14-15 characters to the right of the currently fixated character had no reliable influence on reading speed. The availability of low spatial frequency information (e.g., allowing word boundaries to be determined) was assumed throughout the perceptual span, which meant that word ÔblobsÕ could always be perceived, but not necessarily identified.
The limit for the utilisation of letter-level information during reading has been estimated to be 7-8 characters to the right of fixation (Underwood & McConkie, 1985) , with a total visual span of at least 10 characters (Legge, Ahn, Klitz, & Luebker, 1997) . In light of these estimates, we conservatively considered the region of the perceptual span in which letters could be identified to extend six characters to the right and to four to the left of the currently fixated letter.
3 While in reality there is no precise cutoff beyond which letter information cannot be acquired, but rather a gradient, we recognise that this is only a first approximation (cf. Stevens & Grainger, 2003) . We also assumed trans-saccadic integration of letter information within each hemisphere.
Does hemisphere-specific uncertainty about the identity of the currently fixated word influence the planning of the next saccade? Such an influence could (1) modify the length of the outward saccade; (2) influence word targetting (the selection of the target of the outward saccade); or (3) influence the landing position in the destination word. We examine each of these three possibilities in turn.
Saccade amplitude
We tested the hypothesis that outward saccade amplitude (i.e., the length of the saccade from launch word to destination word) is influenced by hemisphere-specific uncertainty about the current wordÕs identity. In order to reduce possible confounds due to the eccentricity (and consequently, the perceptibility) of the subsequent words in the visual configuration, we held the eccentricity of n + 1 constant. Analyses were conducted on 4-8 letter launch words only, with the stipulation that the fixation on the launch word occurred at the last-buttwo letter position (e.g., the third letter of a 5-letter launch word, the fifth letter of an 7-letter launch word). This position is also the position where the empirical refixation likelihood is reasonably low (McConkie et al., 1989; Rayner, Sereno, & Raney, 1996 ; see also Fig. 4 ). These constraints were met by 1487 cases.
We conducted a simultaneous linear regression analysis on outward saccade amplitude, including both RH and LH uncertainty as predictor variables. Both factors were significant independent predictors of saccade amplitude; saccade length tended to increase as LH uncertainty increased and RH uncertainty decreased: b = 0.097, t(1484) = 3.77, p < 0.001; b = À0.070, t(1484) = 2.71, p < 0.01, respectively.
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To illustrate the size of these effects of hemispherespecific uncertainty on saccade amplitude, Fig. 6 displays the saccade length distributions as a function of tertile splits of the data, for both RH and LH uncertainty (the upper tertile of the data was deemed the ÔHighÕ uncertainty condition, and the lower tertile the ÔLowÕ condition). The distribution for the High uncertainty cases compared with the Low uncertainty cases is displaced rightwards for the LH and displaced leftwards for the RH analysis. The effect size (difference between High and Low condition means) was À0.37 and 0.55 character spaces for the RH and LH, respectively.
Because the length of the word to the right of fixation (word n + 1) has a strong influence on the length of the outward saccade from word n (because short n + 1 is more likely to be skipped, saccade size tends to be longer; see e.g., Rayner, 1979) , we considered whether a confound with the length of n + 1 might explain our findings. We conducted a further regression analysis, explicitly controlling for the length of n + 1 by including it as a covariate. The results were nearly identical to those of the previous analysis, indicating that even when the length of the next word is controlled, both RH and LH uncertainty are significant predictors of outward saccade amplitude.
However, because even a small saccade size difference may reflect a difference in the selection of the saccade target for some proportion of cases, rather than indicating a more pervasive modulation of saccade amplitude, it is crucial to also investigate saccade target selection, to which we turn next.
Target selection
We examined the distribution of destination words (word n + 1, n + 2 or n + 3) as a function of RH and LH uncertainty using the subset of the visibility-controlled dataset where there were at least three words to the right of the launch word on the line of text. A word was deemed to have been selected as the saccade target if the saccade landed on any of its component letters or on the preceding space. 5 The relevant data are summarised in Fig. 7 , which shows saccade destination distributions as a function of High and Low uncertainty (operationalised using tertile splits), for both right and left hemisphere uncertainty. The distribution of saccade destinations appears to differ as a function of uncertainty. A larger proportion of saccades landed in n + 2 in the Low condition compared with the High condition, for both hemisphere-localised analyses.
This analysis suffers from a lack of control for other factors influencing target selection, such as the length, frequency and predictability of word n + 1. Numerous studies have found that short, frequent and predictable words tend to be skipped more often than long, less frequent and unpredictable words (e.g., Brysbaert & Vitu, 1998; Drieghe, Brysbaert, Desmet, & De Baecke, 2004; Just & Carpenter, 1980; . A more powerful test of a unique influence of hemispheric-specific uncertainty on target selection is provided by ordinal logistic regression analysis. This method allowed us to employ the full range of uncertainty values in the dataset rather than treating uncertainty as a trichotomous variable, while statistically controlling for the effects of other influential factors. We conducted an ordinal regression analysis with saccade destination as the ordinal dependent variable (n + 1, n + 2 or n + 3), including the length (in letters) and cultural frequency of n + 1, and RH and LH uncertainty about n as independent variables. Frequency values were natural log-transformed word form frequencies from the British National Corpus. Both WL and frequency were, as expected, reliable predictors of saccade destination: b = .587, Wald = 82.98, p < .001; b = À.213, Wald = 21.92, p < .001, respectively. 6 The odds of the saccade landing in n + 1 (compared with n + 2 or n + 3) increased 79.9% 7 with each letter increase in its length, and decreased 19.2% with each log unit increment in its frequency. There was no reliable influence of RH uncertainty: b = .018, Wald = .214, p = .64; however, LH uncertainty was a significant factor: b = À.065, Wald = 6.47, p < .05. The odds of the saccade landing in 6 In these and subsequent ordinal regression results reported in this paper, a positive regression coefficient (b) indicates a positive relationship between the value of the independent variable and the predicted probability of n + 1 being the saccade destination word; a negatively signed coefficient indicates an inverse relationship.
7 This Ôchange statisticÕ is the percentage change in the odds of the n + 1 being the saccade destination per unit increase in the independent variable, and is computed as 100(exp(b) À 1). n + 1 decreased 6.3% with each unit increase in LH uncertainty.
In order to see whether these results generalised to the data for different distances between the current fixation location and the beginning of word n + 1, we conducted regression analyses for two additional eccentricities. At an eccentricity of 1-letter position further (e.g., fixation on the second letter of a 5-letter launch word, the fourth letter of a 7-letter launch word), both RH and LH uncertainty were now reliable predictors: b = .093, Wald = 9.36, p < .005; b = À.137, Wald = 13.14, p < .001, respectively. At an eccentricity one letter position closer (i.e., fixation on the second-last letter of the launch word), RH uncertainty was not significant: b = À .038, Wald = .22, p = .64; but LH uncertainty was reliable: b = À .077, Wald = 16.55, p < .001.
These results suggest that target selection is affected by at least left hemisphere-specific uncertainty about the foveal word. The higher the LHÕs uncertainty about the identity of the currently fixated word, the less likely that n + 1 is the saccade destination (i.e., the more likely n + 1 is skipped and n + 2 or n + 3 landed in). Evidence for RH uncertainty influencing target selection was not found for two of the three eccentricities tested.
Landing position within the destination word
Our next exploration aimed to ascertain if there were influences of LH and RH uncertainty on the landing position of the saccade within the destination word. For this analysis, we employed the full dataset of 4-8 letter launch words (i.e., visibility was not held constant by partitioning the dataset; instead, it was statistically controlled using multiple regression techniques). We conducted separate simultaneous multiple regression analyses on initial landing position for destination words (n + 1 and n + 2 only) of three through nine letters in length. An additional factor known to be a strong determinant of landing position was also included in the regression equation. The effect of launch distance (LD) on initial landing position has been described as a systematic range error (Kapoula, 1985; McConkie, Kerr, Reddix, & Zola, 1988; Radach & McConkie, 1998) : if one assumes that word-centre is the saccade target, then saccades launched from more than approximately seven character spaces in front of word-centre tend to undershoot and saccades launched from less than seven character spaces tend to overshoot their target. The size of the range error is estimated to be approximately .35-.5 characters per character shift of launch distance. Table 1 presents the results of the multiple regression analyses with landing position in n + 1 as the dependent variable. For all destination word lengths, RH uncertainty was a significant factor (ts > 2.4, ps < .02): the greater the RH uncertainty, the closer to the beginning Fig. 7 . Proportion of cases where n + 1, n + 2 or n + 3 is the saccade destination, as a function of tertile splits of right hemisphere-specific (a) and left hemisphere-specific (b) uncertainty about the identity of word n. of the word was the landing position. LH uncertainty was a reliable predictor of landing position for the 6-letter destination words only. Launch distance was a significant independent predictor for the 5-, 6-and 9-letter words only (ps < .04). The regression results for n + 2 as the destination word differed markedly. The strongest predictor of initial landing position in n + 2 was consistently launch distance. Neither RH nor LH uncertainty was a significant independent predictor of initial landing position for any of the word lengths examined. The size of the RH effect on initial fixation position can be estimated from the regression equations. The values of the unstandardised regression coefficients (see Table 1 ) ranged from À.186 to À.074 (M = À.114); meaning that controlling for the other variables, landing positions moved leftward just over 1/10th of a letter position on average per bit of RH uncertainty. If we use the interquartile range as an example contrast, then for 6-letter destination words the 6.5 bit difference between the first and third quartiles of the data predicts a difference of .74 character spaces in mean landing position.
It is useful to isolate the RH uncertainty effect for a specific launch distance and destination word length combination. Fig. 8a displays the empirical distribution of initial fixation locations on 5-letter n + 1, at a launch distance of four characters. Consistent with previous studies (McConkie et al., 1988; , this landing position distribution is fit reasonably well by a Gaussian curve. The plot also shows the same data divided into High and Low uncertainty groups (accomplished using a median split), which indicates a dramatic difference between the ÔdecomposedÕ distributions; landing positions for the Low uncertainty split are rightward compared with the High uncertainty data. Fig. 8b confirms this finding for 7-letter n + 1, for a launch distance of three character spaces. It appears that even length-and launch distance-specific landing position curves can be further decomposed as a function of word identification uncertainty.
Alternatives formulations of uncertainty
The above analyses have been conducted using only one of a number of possible formulations of the uncertainty measure. The set of lexical candidates is assumed to be constrained by knowledge of word length, and uncertainty is computed without weighting each lexical candidate by its frequency. We consider each of these assumptions in turn. First, word identification processes may not be constrained by length information, as argued by and Inhoff, Radach, Eiter, and Juhasz (2003) . In a series of isolated word recognition and sentence reading studies, Inhoff and Eiter found that foveally-presented correct vs. incorrect length cues did not affect performance. Similarly, found that parafoveally-available length information did not interact with constituent letter information: having accurate knowledge of both the length and constituent letters of an upcoming word when reading did not influence fixation durations beyond the additive effects of access to either type of information.
Inhoff and EiterÕs (2003) results suggesting that knowledge of the length of the currently-fixated word is not used by word identification processes might also apply to hemisphere-specific uncertainty computations. For instance, we might expect a comparable fit (or perhaps even a better fit) to the empirical data using a length-irrelevant formulation of RH uncertainty. Length-irrelevant RH uncertainty for a part word such as tal***** (see Fig. 1 ) additionally takes into account the existence of lexical candidates such as tale, talcum, and talkativeness. As a test case, we returned to the multiple regression analyses conducted on initial landing position in word n + 1, employing launch distance and RH uncertainty as predictor variables. Table 2 presents the regression coefficients for RH uncertainty, comparing word length-relevant and length-irrelevant versions of the measure. In order to allow meaningful comparison of regression results between analyses (because the ranges of uncertainty values may differ), unstandardised regression coefficients were first converted to semistandarised coefficients by multiplying by the standard deviation of the independent variable. From Table 2 , it is evident that the length-relevant measure has a larger effect on landing position than the length-irrelevant measure, for all lengths of word n + 1.
Our second assumption, that it is the type, not the token frequency of the set of candidate words matching available letter information that is relevant, can be similarly tested. (see also Legge, Hooven, Klitz, Mansfield, & Tjan, 2002 ) ideal-observer model of reading employs an entropy measure that incorporates word frequency information; high-frequency lexical candidates are more probable and so reduce uncertainty more than low-frequency candidates. Table 2 contrasts token-vs. type-frequency versions of our uncertainty measure. For both length-relevant and length-irrelevant formulations of RH uncertainty, the semistandardised regression coefficients are larger when type frequency is employed than when token frequencies are used.
We carried out two further evaluations of the relationship between initial landing position in n + 1 and our RH uncertainty measure, by comparing its performance to a formulation of Ôwhole-wordÕ uncertainty, and to word onset frequency. Both of these evaluations address the necessity of recognising the split-fovea constraint and computing uncertainty separately for each hemisphere.
First, if foveal splitting is not relevant to spatial aspects of eye movement behaviour, then Ôwhole-wordÕ uncertainty about the identity of the currently-fixated word may be as good or even better a predictor of the sorts of effects we have reported above. We employed entropy measure in order to estimate whole-word uncertainty. Note that their measure was not originally intended as a predictor of human performance as we use it here. Legge et al.Õs measure implements a smaller visual and perceptual span (a window of five character spaces centred on the fixated letter where letters can be identified, and a further four character spaces to each side where letters can be distinguished from spaces, but not identified) than we previously used, 8 and employs token frequency information. In addition, knowledge of word length constrains the set of lexical candidates; the exact length of the fixated word is assumed to be available if the word boundary falls within the 13-character window centred on the fixated letter. Whole-word uncertainty was moderately correlated with our RH uncertainty measure (r = .559), 9 but as Table 2 clearly shows, the former measure is less predictive of initial landing position compared with all four variants of our original RH uncertainty measure. Whole-word uncertainty was a statistically significant predictor of landing position for 3-letter word n + 1 only. Computing uncertainty separately for each hemisphere is empirically justified. The key claim embodied in the split-fovea model is supported by this analysis. 8 Adopting a whole-word version of the same asymmetric window employed for our hemifield analyses (four letters to the left and six letters to the right of the fixated letter) results in an uncertainty of zero for nearly every case in our corpus. The 9-character space window reported by Legge et al. (2002) would also give similar behaviour. 9 The correlation between whole-word uncertainty and LH uncertainty was low: r = À.146.
Our final ÔbaselineÕ comparison was with a variable that is also not tied to foveal splitting. If the number of other words in the lexicon sharing the same beginning letters as the currently-fixated word is confounded with RH uncertainty; it may be that letter cluster frequency is actually Ôdoing the workÕ, which would make our hemifield distinction superfluous. Initial trigram token frequency (also known as onset familiarity) of the word occurring to the right of the foveal word has been recently shown to influence the landing position in that word (Radach, Inhoff, & Heller, 2004; White & Liversedge, 2004) . Although the correlation between RH uncertainty and the (log-transformed) initial trigram token frequency of word n was very low (r = .080), we nevertheless tested the hypothesis that the latter measure was a reliable predictor of initial landing position in word n + 1. Multiple regression analyses on initial landing position in n + 1 (using the same dataset employed in our previous analyses of initial landing position), with launch distance and log-transformed initial trigram token frequency as predictor variables, revealed significant effects of trigram frequency for saccades landing on 7-and 8-letter n + 1 only (p < .001 and p < 005, respectively). The more familiar the word onset, the closer to the beginning of 7-or 8-letter word n + 1 was the initial fixation. For all destination word lengths, the magnitudes of the semistandardised regression coefficients were smaller than those that we obtained for RH uncertainty (À.040, À.008, À.057, À.090, À.428, À.194, and À.187, for 3-9 letter n + 1). We can conclude that the frequency of the word onset is not driving the results obtained using the RH uncertainty measure.
Summary
Using a corpus of eye movement data, we investigated three possibilities for observing an influence of foveal splitting on saccade planning, where the amount of information about the currently fixated word available to each cerebral hemisphere was operationalised using the information-theoretic uncertainty measure. Effects of both RH and LH uncertainty were seen on outward saccade amplitude, with longer saccades for low RH and high LH values. We addressed the question of whether these saccade amplitude differences were due to target selection or landing position differences. Examination of the frequency distribution of saccade destination words suggested that both RH and LH uncertainty affected target selection. However, a more sensitive analysis that controlled for extraneous factors using ordinal logistic regression confirmed this finding for LH uncertainty only. If the LHÕs uncertainty about the identity of the currently fixated word is high, the next saccade is preferentially directed past n + 1. Finally, the landing position analyses indicated a strong effect of RH uncertainty. When n + 1 was the destination word, the initial landing position was closer to the beginning of the word if RH uncertainty was high than if it was low. Supplementary analyses demonstrated that the strongest relationship to initial landing position was achieved when the uncertainty measure took word length into account, and when is was not weighted by the frequency of the lexical candidates. Two alternatives to computing uncertainty separately for the two hemifields were ruled out: both whole-word uncertainty and initial trigram token frequency measures fared worse in accounting for initial landing position in n + 1.
Although reliable effects of both RH and LH uncertainty were observed on outward saccade amplitude, only target selection was consistently influenced by LH uncertainty. In contrast, only initial landing position (and then only in n + 1) was reliably influenced by RH uncertainty. We suggest that rather than assuming a general modulation of saccade amplitude by hemisphere-specific uncertainty, variability in saccade amplitude (controlling for the eccentricity, frequency, and length of word n + 1) as a function of LH uncertainty reflects differences in saccade target selection, and the variability in saccade amplitude (controlling for the launch distance and length of word n + 1) as a function of RH uncertainty primarily reflects differences in initial fixation position, when the eyes are sent to n + 1.
Uncertainty about the identity of parafoveal words
Uncertainty about the identity of the next word(s) in parafoveal vision may also influence saccade planning, with the size of the saccade depending on the ability of the available visual information about n + 1 to discriminate it from the rest of the lexicon. An obvious consequence of a relationship between uncertainty and saccade planning is word skipping. For instance, if word n + 1 is completely identifiable from the current fixation on word n (e.g., short words such as in and a), the next saccade may be directed towards n + 2, skipping n + 1. If both n + 1 and n + 2 can be easily identified (e.g., sequences of short words such as out of), then the saccade target may be n + 3. We examined the influence of the left hemisphereÕs uncertainty about the identity of the parafoveal word(s) on (1) outward saccade amplitude, (2) selection of the saccade target, and (3) the landing position in the target.
Saccade amplitude
Analogous to our methods for exploring the effects of hemisphere-specific uncertainty about the identity of the currently fixated word, we tested the hypothesis that outward saccade length was affected by uncertainty about the identity of the next word. Because we only consider progressive saccades, this will necessarily be LH uncertainty. Part (and sometimes all) of word n + 1 will often fall into high-acuity vision, particularly when the previous fixation position is near the end of word n. We used the same restricted dataset as before (word n 4-8 letters in length, n not refixated, visibility/ eccentricity of n + 1 held constant), and calculated the LHÕs uncertainty about n + 1, assuming a forward window size of six characters within which letters could be identified.
Because we have already shown that both the RHÕs and LHÕs uncertainty about the currently fixated word were significant independent predictors of outward saccade amplitude, both of these variables need to be statistically controlled in order to detect a unique effect of LH uncertainty about the identity of n + 1. Simultaneous multiple regression analyses including both RH and LH uncertainty about word n as factors revealed a reliable effect of n + 1 uncertainty: b = À.080, t(1479) = 3.11, p < .005. Saccades launched from word n tend to be shorter the higher the uncertainty about the identity of n + 1. Is this effect of n + 1 uncertainty due to a confound with the length of n + 1? These two variables were highly positively intercorrelated (r = .801)--uncertainty about the identity of n + 1 increases with its length--and as noted above, there is a relationship between outward saccade amplitude and the length of the subsequent word (Rayner, 1979) . A further regression analysis including the length of n + 1 as a predictor gave nearly identical results, indicating an independent role for LH uncertainty even when the length of word n + 1 was statistically controlled.
Because a large component of this saccade amplitude effect simply reflects whether n + 1 is skipped or not, with the probability of n + 1 being fixated positively correlated (r = .561) with its uncertainty value, analysing targetting behaviour will provide a more insightful picture of the influence of uncertainty about the identity of a parafoveal word on saccade planning.
Target selection
As in the previous target selection analysis, we restricted the dataset to launch words occurring at least four words from the end of the line of text. Because for many of these cases, word n + 3 occurs outwith the effective forward perceptual span, it would be unrealistic to include it as a possible saccade destination in the analysis. Therefore, we incorporated an additional constraint: the estimated size of the perceptual span (McConkie & Rayner, 1976) . The dataset was restricted to those cases where the first letter of n + 3 occurred no more than 15 characters from fixation. As compensation for this reduction in the amount of usable data, we employed the full range of launch word lengths, but still restricted to launch words receiving a single fixation. The resulting dataset contained 4729 cases.
Next, we conducted an ordinal logistic regression on saccade destination (n + 1, n + 2 or n + 3), including in the regression equation a number of variables that describe essential features of the forward visual configuration. These were: the lengths of the next three words (the target candidates), the eccentricities of the three target candidates (the distance, in character spaces, between the current fixation and the first letter of the candidate), the frequency of n + 1, and LH uncertainty about the identity of n + 1. Because the length and eccentricity of n + 2 are completely redundant when the length of n + 1 and eccentricity of n + 3 are also in the regression, only the latter two variables were included. Other factors such as the predictability of the parafoveal word(s) from context are also good candidates for influencing target selection (e.g., Brysbaert & Vitu, 1998) ; we have simplified matters by considering only potentially relevant lexical factors affecting word identification in the current analysis.
All variables except LH uncertainty about n + 1 were significant predictors of the saccade destination. The eccentricity of n + 1 was only marginally significant. Table 3 displays the regression model parameters. The fit of the model to the data as assessed by NagelkerkeÕs R 2 is .314. Table 3 also provides the odds ratio and change statistic (the percentage increase or decrease in the odds of landing in n + 1 vs. n + 2 or n + 3, controlling for the other variables in the equation) for each predictor. Strong influences on target selection were observed for the length and frequency of n + 1--the odds of the saccade landing in n + 1 increased with length and decreased with frequency--which fits well with the research cited earlier on word skipping. Another important factor was the eccentricity of n + 3, which, together with the fact that the length of n + 3 was also a significant factor, suggests that the spatial properties of the entire forward visual configuration affect saccade target selection. Finally, both RH and LH uncertainty about the currently fixated word were relia- Table 3 Results of the ordinal logistic regression model fit to the EMBRA corpus data with saccade destination (n + 1, n + 2, or n + 3) as the dependent variable The following independent variables were included: eccentricity of word n + 1 (EC n+1 ), length of n + 1 (WL n+1 ), log frequency of n+1 (FRQ n+1 , eccentricity of n + 3 (EC n+3 ), length of n + 3 (WL n+3 ), RH uncertainty about word n (RH H n ), and LH uncertainty about word n (LH H n ) and word n + 1 (LH H n+1 ). Note. Change values are the increase or decrease in the odds of the saccade landing in n + 1, per unit increase in the value of a particular independent variable (controlling for the other independent variables).
ble independent predictors, indicating that even when spatial factors and the frequency of the next word are held constant, the uncertainty about the identity of word n as computed separately from the letter information present in the two hemifields has a measurable influence on target selection. In order to visualise the non-linear effects that a particular variable has on the observed and predicted distributions of saccade destinations, Fig. 9 shows the empirical cumulative probabilities of the saccade landing in n + 1, n + 2 or n + 3 (delimited by filled circles and open squares), as a function of the length of n + 1 (and collapsing over all other factors). For 2-letter n + 1, the relative frequency of the saccade landing in n + 1 and the cumulative relative frequency of landing in either n + 1 or n + 2 are lowest (.099 and .678, respectively). As n + 1 increases in length, the proportion of saccades landing in n + 1 also increases, with the proportion landing in n + 3 dropping off rapidly. For 8-letter n + 1, very few saccades landed in n + 3. The lines in Fig. 9 indicate the values predicted by the ordinal regression model fit to the empirical data.
Landing position within the destination word
Does LH uncertainty about the identity of the destination word affect the initial landing position within this word? We carried out separate simultaneous multiple regression analyses for the cases where n + 1 and n + 2 were the saccade destination words, for destination words of three through nine letters in length and 4-8 letter launch words. In order to increase statistical power, visibility was not controlled by restricting the dataset; instead, launch distance was included as a covariate in the regression analyses. Thus, the predictor variables were launch distance (a strong low-level determinant of landing position, e.g., McConkie et al., 1988) and LH uncertainty about the destination word, computed from the available visual information. For the analyses where n + 1 was the destination, we also included RH uncertainty about word n in the equation, since the analyses reported above have shown this variable to influence landing position. Once launch distance was controlled, LH uncertainty about the identity of n + 1 was never a reliable independent predictor of initial fixation position in n + 1 for any of the word lengths tested, and was a reliable predictor of initial fixation position in n + 2 for 9-letter destination words only (b = À .183, t = 2.45, p < .05). LD and LH uncertainty are highly intercorrelated (rs $ .90), and so the multiple regression analysis approach did not find that any additional variance was explained by LH uncertainty once LD was partialled out.
Summary
We addressed the question of whether the left hemisphereÕs uncertainty about the identity of the first word to the right of the currently fixated word influenced saccade planning. Although an effect of LH uncertainty about n + 1 was observed on outward saccade amplitude, with longer saccades being recorded when uncertainty was low, we suggested that this saccade size effect might simply reflect a target selection mechanism that was preferentially directing the eyes beyond n + 1, entailing that n + 1 was skipped. However, once other influential variables were controlled, there was no reliable unique effect of LH uncertainty on either the selection of the saccade target or the initial landing position within the destination word.
Discussion
This paper has presented analyses of human eye movement data that explored the consequences of a fundamental anatomical constraint on reading: the initial projection of information in either visual field to the contralateral visual cortex. When the consequences of foveal splitting are spelled out using the informationtheoretic uncertainty measure, saccade planning (the ÔwhereÕ component of eye movement control) proved to be sensitive to each hemisphereÕs estimated uncertainty about the identity of the currently fixated word.
Our corpus analyses yielded four principal results that should constrain models of eye guidance during . Observed and predicted cumulative probabilities for saccade destination words as a function of the eccentricity of n + 1 (a), and as a function of the length of n + 1 for the subset of the data with eccentricity held constant at four character spaces (b). Markers indicate empirical cumulative probabilities, and lines indicate the values predicted by the ordinal regression model. The bottom region of each plot depicts the predicted probability of landing in n + 1, the middle region is the probability of landing in n + 2 (and so the region below the top [dashed] line is the cumulative probability of landing in either n + 1 or n + 2).
reading. After making anatomically-motivated assumptions about how word identification is constrained by the properties of the visual system, we explored the consequences of these assumptions for saccade planning in reading. All of our analyses rely on measurements of hemisphere-specific uncertainty, computed using a plausible letter-identification span. RH and LH uncertainty are co-determined by visual information and the presence of other words in the lexicon, and can been seen as estimates of each hemisphereÕs confidence about the identity of the currently fixated word. First, by comparing the average initial fixation position to mean RH and LH uncertainty at this position, we found an advantage for the LH, in that mean uncertainty for the RH was slightly higher. However, this advantage was quite small; at the average first fixation location, both hemispheres had roughly equal chances of identifying the fixated word. This result suggest that eye guidance is not random or completely ÔdumbÕ, but rather has properties that could be seen as providing an optimal solution to the task of word identification (cf. Shillcock et al., 2000) by balancing the lexical processing load between the two hemispheres. 10 Second, we found distinct influences of LH and RH uncertainty about the identity of the currently fixated word on the amplitude of the outward saccade. There was a strong independent effect of RH uncertainty on initial landing position within the destination word. If n + 1 was targetted, the location of the initial fixation in this word tended to be further toward word beginning if RH uncertainty was high than if low. The latter behaviour is consistent with right hemisphere involvement in word identification in that it locates the end of the previously fixated word (the part formerly situated in the right visual field and thus not initially projected to the RH) in the left visual field. This modulation of initial landing position by RH uncertainty was a notable finding; we conjecture that when RH uncertainty about word n is high, the saccade to n + 1 may be programmed to give the RH access to the final letters of word n, and thus more information about its identity. Binder, Pollatsek, and Rayner (1999) have demonstrated that saccade planning is sensitive to properties of words (falling in the LVF) beyond which the eyes have already moved.
11 Binder et al. report that manipulating the Ôparafoveal postviewÕ--by replacing word n À 1 with another word once the eyes crossed the boundary between n À 1 and n--influenced eye movement measures such as the time spent re-reading word n À 1 (see also Inhoff, Radach, Starr, & Greenberg, 2000) .
Third, we found a consistent influence of LH uncertainty on target selection. When LH uncertainty about word n was low, there was a greater likelihood of targetting n + 1 (in comparison with n + 2 or n + 3) than when high. We could interpret this preference as functional pressure to equalise the processing done by the two hemispheres. A saccade to n + 1 may allow at least the last few letters of word n to fall in higher-acuity vision, and thus improve the RHÕs chances of identifying word n.
12 Our analyses using a realistically-sized perceptual span also indicated a unique influence of RH uncertainty. When RH uncertainty about word n was high, the odds of targetting n + 1 were greater than if uncertainty was low. Again, this behaviour may reflect a functional propensity for equalising the amount of information that each hemisphere has about the identity of word n.
Fourth, the results of our analyses demonstrated effects of uncertainty on outward saccade amplitude that were in opposite directions for the RH and LH. We could infer that normally both hemispheres are actively involved in solving the problem of word identification in reading, and that the confidence that each hemisphere has about the identity of the fixated word can independently influence saccade planning. Although the LH is generally recognised as playing the dominant role for many facets of language processing, the RH has a clear role to play at the earliest stages of lexical processing. Our RH results are consistent with the results of an eyetracking experiment carried out by Rayner, Well, and Pollatsek (1980) . Using a gaze-contingent text window display technique, they found that variables such as reading rate and forward saccade size were significantly reduced when visibility was restricted to the RVF (the LVF contained a visual mask), and even more so when visibility was restricted to the LVF. Taken together, the results of Rayner, McConkie et al. (1980) and Binder et al. (1999) indicate that letter information in the LVF associated with either the word currently being fixated or the previously fixated word can affect eye movements, underlining the importance of the RH for reading.
Our analyses of the EMBRA corpus have demonstrated that taking into consideration foveal splitting provides a more complete account of spatial aspects of saccade behaviour than if foveal splitting is not considered. Further support for this approach would be provided through the generation and confirmation of testable predictions. One such prediction concerns the influence of fixation pattern on the saccade landing in word n + 1. Recall that the analyses presented above were conducted on a subset of the EMBRA corpus where the launch word received a single fixation only. This restriction was made in order to control for potential effects of fixation pattern on saccade amplitude; Radach and Kempe (1993) found that holding the eccentricity of n + 1 constant, whether or not word n was refixated had a sizeable influence on the initial fixation position of saccades landing in n + 1. We found a comparable effect in the EMBRA dataset where a saccade launched from 4-8 letter word n lands in 3-9 letter n + 1. A multiple regression on landing position in n + 1, including launch distance (LD), the length of n + 1 (WL n+1 ), and whether or not n was refixated (Refix) indicated that all three variables were significant independent predictors (ps < .0001). The unstandardised regression coefficient for Refix was .357, indicating that controlling for the other factors, the initial landing position in n + 1 moved rightward approximately 1/3 character if n was refixated.
We noted that RH uncertainty about word n would tend to be lower for refixated cases than for single-fixation cases, because the RH would tend to receive more of the constituent letters with two fixations spread over the word (the typical situation) than with a single fixation. This expectation was confirmed: mean RH uncertainty is 1.22 for refixated cases, compared with 4.37 for single-fixation cases; the correlation between RH uncertainty and whether or not n was refixated is À.252. We anticipated that differences in RH uncertainty between refixated and single-fixation cases, controlling for eccentricity, could explain Radach and KempeÕs somewhat perplexing finding. In order to test this prediction and determine the unique contributions of Refix and RH uncertainty to initial landing position in n + 1, we used a hierarchical multiple regression approach. The regression equation containing LD, WL n+1 , RH H and Refix explains 18.6% of landing position variability. The equation containing the first three variables only accounts for 18.5%, indicating that Refix uniquely explains .1% of the landing position variance. The regression equation containing LD, WL n+1 and Refix only accounts for 15.8% of the variance; thus RH H uniquely explains 2.8% of the variance. To summarise: even when controlling for other influential factors, RH uncertainty subsumed Refix as a predictor of the location of the initial fixation in n + 1. The effect of fixation pattern on saccade planning reported by Radach and Kempe may be explained as differences in RH uncertainty about the identity of the currently-fixated word.
It is notable that we failed to find any impact of the informational properties of the next word in parafoveal vision (word n + 1) on saccade planning. Although LH uncertainty about n + 1 was correlated with outward saccade amplitude, there was no reliable influence on either target selection or initial landing position once word length and launch distance were statistically controlled. This null result is somewhat surprising given that other studies have reported effects of the orthographic properties of the target word on initial landing position (e.g., Doré & Beauvillain, 1997; Hyö nä, 1995; Underwood et al., 1990; Vonk, Radach, & van Rijn, 2000; White & Liversedge, 2004) . For instance, White and Liversedge (2004) report that where a word was first fixated was influenced by the token frequency of its initial letter sequence: the less familiar this letter sequence, the closer to word beginning the initial fixation was made. Their results suggest that it is word-onset frequency, not informativeness (the number of lexical candidates matching the initial trigram, akin to our definition of uncertainty) that affects landing positions in the next word. Might initial trigram token frequency be a better candidate than uncertainty for influencing initial fixation position? We computed this measure by summing the British National Corpus frequencies for all words beginning with a given trigram, and entered the log-transform of this variable in place of LH H n+1 into the regression analyses conducted on landing position in n + 1 (see Section 2.6.3). Initial trigram frequency was not a significant factor for any of the target word lengths.
Independent hemispheric processing
Although the initial projections of the two parts of a fixated word are to different hemispheres, it is probably false to assume that the processing of each part-word is restricted to the contralateral hemisphere. Interhemispheric communication across callosal connections is extremely rapid, but cannot reproduce in the ipsilateral hemisphere the richness of V1 processing in the contralateral hemisphere. Hence it may be necessary or advantageous to divide the processing load between the two hemispheres in line with the foveal projection. If word recognition was delayed until all of the letter information associated with the currently fixated word was transmitted between the visual cortices, then one would not expect any aspect of eye movement behaviour to reflect the discriminability of each hemifieldÕs part-word from the rest of the lexicon. The work by cited earlier demonstrated that the number of other 6-letter words sharing the first three letters of a 6-letter target word (lead-neighbourhood size) influenced lexical decision response times, but only if the word was centrally presented in order that the critical trigram was initially projected to the RH. There was no effect of lead-N using fully lateralised presentations, supporting the split-fovea theory. Our analyses of natural reading data complement Lavidor et al.Õs controlled laboratory-task research, supplying further evidence for the psychological relevance of part-word representations.
Current computational models
The relationship between the uncertainty that each hemisphere has about the fixated wordÕs identity and outgoing saccade amplitude is not straightforward to explain mechanistically. A high uncertainty value may correspond to a large number of activated lexical candidates, or to an increased level of competition in the lexicon, compared with a low uncertainty value. This level of activation (or competition) may contribute to the processing effort involved in isolating the correct lexical entry using the orthographic information available, and so a model of eye movement control that postulates a dependence between the rate (or completion) of lexical processing and the programming of the next saccade would predict that it is only the summed lexical activations of the two part-words that could influence saccade planning.
Either of the two possible routes for interhemispheric transfer discussed in Section 1 (IHT and EHT) would ensure information in the two hemifields crosses the corpus callosum. IHT could be considered to be the unexpressed, default assumption made by current models of eye movement control in reading. The EHT route is not so easily accommodated; its recognition would require assumptions that a saccade can be programmed from word n in order to facilitate [further] lexical processing of word n when the eyes are on word n + 1. The EZ-Reader model (Reichle, Rayner, & Pollatsek, 2003) assumes that word identification is the Ôdriving forceÕ of eye movements; the programming and execution of outgoing saccades are tightly linked to completion of the first stage of lexical access. Thus, the influences of hemisphere-specific uncertainty on saccade planning reported here could not easily be incorporated into EZ-Reader. Models that do not assume a sequential, causal relationship between lexical access and saccade planning are more compatible with the current data. For instance, although there is a strong dependence between lexical activation and saccade target selection in the SWIFT model (Engbert, Longtin, & Kliegl, 2002) of eye movement control, the level of activation of the currently fixated word does not directly influence saccade planning. The target of the next saccade is chosen as a probabilistic function of the lexical activation levels of the all candidate targets. Thus, SWIFT would require an additional mechanism in order to implement the influences of part-word uncertainty on the ÔwhereÕ component of the model.
Interhemispheric division of labour
In preference to a mechanistic explanation of how eye guidance is affected by hemisphere-specific uncertainty, we have favoured a functional account centred around a tendency towards a Ôdivision of labourÕ between the hemispheres for two reasons. First, the global analysis of the EMBRA corpus data show that average LH and RH uncertainty values are equal for fixation locations at approximately word-centre. At this fixation position the estimated chances of each hemisphere of identifying the fixated word are roughly equal. The mean initial fixation location is slightly left of this position; on average, the first fixation made on a word is at a location that would spread the informational load across the two hemispheres.
Second, our analysis of the dynamics of hemispherespecific uncertainty across successive interword saccades is consistent with the division of labour notion. There is a marked preference for a decrease in RH uncertainty across saccades to be accompanied by an increase in LH uncertainty and vice-versa, over either an increase in both RH and LH uncertainty or a decrease in both RH and LH uncertainty across saccades. This skewed distribution is consistent with a functional propensity to divide the lexical processing load between the two hemispheres, also doing so over time, rather than a preference to localise the bulk of the work in one hemisphere or the other.
In Section 1 we proposed that the eye guidance system may have adapted with reading experience to provide a near-optimal solution to the problem of word identification. A division of labour between the cerebral hemispheres may constitute part of this solution. Initial projection of part-word information to the contralateral hemispheres may result in more efficient lexical processing than a mono-field reading strategy. Although to our knowledge no studies have evaluated the consequences of single-hemifield word reading (i.e., always fixating just before or just after a given word), behavioural experiments have tested the effects of fixation enforced at word boundaries and found processing costs (e.g., increased naming or lexical decision response times) compared with central fixations (e.g., Brysbaert et al., 1996; Nazir, OÕRegan, & Jacobs, 1991) . Of course, it is difficult to disconfound acuity limitations using this paradigm (cf. Nazir, Jacobs, & OÕRegan, 1998) . We would predict that if acuity can be factored out, word identification and thus reading performance would benefit from having both hemispheres address the problem.
Finally, we recognise that our analyses have made certain simplifications. First, we have assumed that the right eye provides fixation data that are not crucially compromised by the reality of a fixation disparity during text reading that seems to vary both within and between readers (Heller & Radach, 1999) . Second, we have ignored the fact that in reading the point of fixation falls in as well as between letters; the former situation implies different partial information about that letter being received by each hemisphere. Although we could have assumed bilateral projection of the fixated letter, there is compelling evidence against such an overlap (Fendrich & Gazzaniga, 1989) . Third, we have used a rectangular as opposed to a graded acuity function; beyond six characters to the right of the fixated letter, letters are assumed to be unidentifiable.
Conclusions
The primary conclusion from the eye movement analyses presented here is that a complete model of eye movement control during reading should incorporate constraints due to the anatomical properties of the visual system. The implications of foveal splitting for saccade planning are that measures of uncertainty about the identity of the fixated word, derived from the letter information available to each hemisphere, have significant and independent influences on spatial aspects of eye movement behaviour. A division of labour between the hemispheres offers a potential explanation for these influences.
